SARS and occupational health in the air
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Educational efforts aimed at communicating the facts and dispelling the myths about SARS are required

S evere acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) first surfaced in Guangdong, China in November 2002. It simmered there for three months, under a shroud of secrecy, before arriving in Hong Kong, Vietnam, Singapore, and Canada on modern jet planes. Thirty countries are now affected. As of 10 June, WHO has reported 8430 probable SARS cases and 789 deaths, giving a case fatality rate of 10.7%.1

The illness is caused by a novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV) measuring between 0.1 and 0.2 microns.2 Clinical features are those of atypical pneumonia, with the common presenting symptoms being fever greater than 38°C and a dry cough.3 Empirical treatment consists of corticosteroids, broad spectrum antiviral agents, and antibacterial cover.4 The primary mode of transmission is through droplets, as when an infected person sneezes or coughs. World Health Organisation (WHO) officials have acknowledged that air travellers “within two rows of an infected person could be in danger”.5 However, the virus has also been found to survive for days in the environment,6 giving rise to the possibility of spread by contact with surfaces such as armrests and tray tables.

Coming close on the heels of international terrorism and the Iraq war, SARS has all but dashed the hopes of an early recovery for the ailing airline industry. As panic-stricken travellers stay at home, anxious aircrew are clamouring for protection from occupational exposures.

In the first documented case of influenza transmission of the disease, a Singapore Airlines (SIA) flight attendant has been diagnosed with SARS after working on a 14 March flight between New York and Frankfurt, Germany, which had carried an infected doctor, his pregnant wife, and mother-in-law, all of whom it is now known, were incubating the SARS virus. The 32 year old Singapore doctor had in early March treated two SARS patients in Singapore. He subsequently attended a medical conference in New York but fell ill there with fever and symptoms suggestive of atypical pneumonia. He sought medical advice and was cleared by a New York physician to fly. However, Singapore’s Ministry of Health got wind of it through a medical colleague he had spoken to over the phone just before boarding the flight, and contacted SIA and the health authorities in Germany to inform them of the situation.

When the plane landed in Frankfurt the doctor and his two asymptomatic travelling companions were admitted to hospital for treatment and observation. The remaining Singapore bound passengers were put on board another SIA aircraft and flown to Singapore the next day. Subsequently, the Singapore doctor’s mother-in-law and wife also developed SARS in Frankfurt and were treated. Fortunately, all three recovered uneventfully. But the female flight attendant, who had worked in the rear section of the plane where the trio was seated, developed SARS after arriving in Singapore. The entire crew had to be quarantined, and the aircraft thoroughly disinfected.

In-flight passenger to passenger transmission has also been implicated. When a cluster of 13 passengers became infected with SARS Co-V during Hong Kong to Beijing Air China Flight 112 on 15 March,7 a 73 year old passenger was believed to be the source. However, that was not the end of the matter, for subsequently, the Hong Kong authorities had to trace all passengers and crew who travelled on 21 March from Beijing to Hong Kong on Air China Flight 111, or from Hong Kong to Taipei on Cathay Pacific Flight 510, as four passengers from Taiwan who developed symptoms of SARS during their stay in Beijing (and who were believed to have contracted the disease while on board the 15 March Air China Flight 112), had returned to Taiwan on the two flights.

Needless to say, flight attendants have been on edge. The US Association of Flight Attendants has petitioned the Federal Aviation Administration to issue an emergency order requiring airlines to offer gloves and surgical masks to airline attendants, or at least allow them to bring their own.8 Some airlines flying Asian routes have on their own taken steps to issue masks to passengers and their crew and begun wiping down the interior of the plane with disinfectants. Some are issuing surgical gloves for flight attendants to handle trash from people who seem sick.

“The best sources of information are the WHO and US Center for Disease Control websites”

There has been rapid progress in the understanding of the nature of the disease, but many unanswered questions remain; for example: Are asymptomatic patients infectious? Are N-95 masks sufficiently protective? Is aircraft cabin air quality an issue? Until we know more, it would seem prudent to follow the standard recommended precautions based on the assumption of possible spread by droplet and contact. Hand washing, for instance, is perhaps the single most important personal hygiene measure. An excellent guideline on infection control guidance for airline personnel, including infection control guidelines for air flight cabin crew, aircraft cleaning crew, airport staff, and quarantine officers can be found at http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/pphb-dgspsp/sars-sras/prof_e.html. As the SARS situation changes very rapidly, the best sources of information are the WHO and US Center for Disease Control websites (http://www.who.int/csr/sars/en/ and http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/sars/).

The WHO posts a daily situation update, while the CDC website has a fact sheet and frequently asked questions page, both of which are updated regularly.

There is no doubt that tightened SARS screening measures taken by airlines and airports have lessened the risk of catching SARS on board a plane. Airports on high alert are in fact beginning to look more like hospitals—as 24 hour frontline staff, armed with thermometers, masks, disinfectants, declaration forms, and health alert notices, take no chances. It was Singapore that first introduced walk-through infrared thermal scanners at Changi Airport for outbound travellers as well as inbound passengers from SARS affected countries. This technology, aimed at detecting individuals with fever, has since caught on in several airports in Asia.

No screening method, however, is foolproof. Illustrative of the pandemicium that can result from a single breach is the case of the 48 year old man who boarded a Lufthansa flight on 28 March and flew to Europe, where he crossed the continent. He had flown on seven Lufthansa passenger jets in all, from Hong Kong to Munich, Barcelona, Frankfurt, London, Munich again, Frankfurt again, and then back to Hong Kong before entering a hospital.9 It was in Barcelona, on 31 March, where he
began showing symptoms of SARS. On 10 April, the Hong Kong Department of Health issued a worldwide appeal for passengers and air crews from all seven flights to consult their doctors.

Earlier, on 5 April, Qantas airline staff had their turn to frantically contact 310 passengers of Flight QF 094 from Los Angeles to Melbourne because three children they shared the flight with were suspected of having SARS (which later turned out not to be the case). There have also been other false alarms, as when the American Airlines flight carrying 125 passengers from Tokyo was detained for more than two hours on the tarmac at San José, California.

In probable overreaction, Sudanese authorities on 26 April disallowed 72 Chinese nationals from disembarking at Khartoum’s airport for fear that they might be infected with SARS. The Chinese passengers were forced to return on the same Gulf Air flight that brought them to Khartoum after other passengers were let out of the plane and into the country. On the other hand, Air India has had to suspend 45 pilots who refused to fly to destinations where SARS is prevalent, or with flight crew who had been in these countries within the past 10 days. The issue has since been resolved—it turned out that the pilots’ actions were motivated by other non-SARS related gouges as well.

The above instances, however, serve to emphasise the psychosocial dimensions of the SARS problem which, if not managed, could easily blow out of proportion. Aircrew are human and their fears of contagion, and of infecting family, friends, and colleagues (on top of security concerns relating to terrorist actions and rumours of layoffs) are real. Passengers have legitimate fears too, like sitting next to a SARS infected person. All too often, rumours outpace official information. Educational efforts aimed at communicating the facts and dispelling the myths about SARS, and the proactive steps to allay commonly perceived fears, backed by sensible and reassuring preventive measures, are therefore needed.

To the extent that on-board spread of the disease is a possibility that potentially endangers aircrew and passengers alike, SARS is an occupational and public health concern which the airline industry cannot ignore or simply wish away. The safety and wellbeing of aircrew and passengers must be accorded priority. At the same time, there is no need for the fear of SARS to be more contagious than the illness itself.
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